
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

App Platform 
All your stocks, processes and planning in 

one hand. 

 

 

Efficiency and communication are among the most important pillars in logistics. Your customers always 

want the fastest solution and correct information. With increasing workloads and stricter customer 

demands, this is not always possible. You also have your own core tasks. But what if they could take certain 

steps themselves? What if they do not have to pass on their preferences, but register them by themselves? 

Then you would increase your efficiency and information possibilities in one go. 

With Boltrics App Platform, it does not have to stay with “what if”. By giving your logistic partners access to a selective 

part of your processes, all parties can act on what suits them best. You set the parameters and the rest will follow.  

  



 

Not just an application 

The App Platform is one application center for all of your 

mobile devices. This module offers countless possibilities 

to both your company, your clients and customers. Make 

inventory reservations, timeslot bookings, verifications, 

and much more. No customization, but a complete 

platform for all your logistics processes. And therefore 

non-stop in development. Just like you are used to from 

Boltrics. 

 

Always up-to-date with the latest technology 

This platform is – like our other products – developed as a 

standard industry product. Based on our customers’ input. 

We ensure that the connections are updated with each 

update and new items are added generically. This way, 

everyone benefits from each other’s knowledge and you 

can always use the latest features. 

 

Always and everywhere access for everyone on every 

device 

With Boltrics’ App Platform you are not the only one that 

has access to your logistic processes. Also your clients 

can, only if you allow this, get access to your system. This 

way they can, for example, book timeslots and drivers, or 

reserve stocks. You decide the degree of control and thus 

keep everything within your hand. Despite the device you 

are using at that moment. 

 

Save a lot of time with real-time Dynamics integration 

No more paper forms. No Excel files that you need to 

integrate (manually) in your system. Forget time-

consuming administrative activities. Everything you do in 

the App Platform is directly connected to your system. 

This way you will never do double work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proof of Deliveries instantly in your system 

Has your driver arrived at the desired destination and did 

everything arrive in good order? Good, all he has to do 

next is confirm a POD via the app and it is immediately 

processed in your system and all parties get informed 

accordingly. 

 

Increase the efficiency of your warehouse employees 

More and more logistics service providers are working 

with smartphones in their warehouses. The ease of use, 

the familiar interface and the large screens considerably 

increase the efficiency of the warehouse employees. With 

the App Platform you can scan via HTML5 directly from 

the browser, with any device. 

 

Facilitate and accelerate quality checks 

Another advantage of HTML5 Scanning via the App 

Platform comes forward at quality checks. By working with 

drop-down menus and being able to add photos to a 

damage form, you save time. The employee checks the 

shipment, takes a picture, immediately adds it to the 

system and finishes the quality check. Nobody at the 

office needs to be disturbed in this process. 

 

Prevent unnecessary costs and only pay for what you 

use 

Forget about complex price agreements. Simply select the 

subscription with the expected number of transactions 

and pay one amount per month. Down- or upgrade when 

you expect a change in transactions. You only pay for the 

processes that are designed for you. Simple and clear. 

 

All benefits together 

• All registration from one application 

• Accessible everywhere on all devices 

• Always up-to-date technology 

• Improve your customer focus 

• Increase your employees’ efficiency 

• Clear pricing 

 

Our solution Boltrics 

Knowing that logistics service providers independently try to reinvent the wheel, inspired Boltrics to develop a 

branch standard. One solution that the entire branch puts it weight behind. A proven standard, always state-of-

the-art solution – thanks to the development power of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central. Fast, lean and 

decisively implemented by Boltrics, exactly according to plan. Without time-consuming customization. 
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